Helpful Information About the Recent Market Volatility
For nearly 10 years now, the stock market has been practically unstoppable. Both the 122-year-old Dow Jones Industrial
Average and the S&P 500 had quadrupled earlier this year from their March 2009 lows. Many investors who've held
throughout a couple of interruptions since then have been handsomely rewarded.
For a variety of reasons, October started the return of heavy short-term market turbulence and volatility. This has made
it challenging for many investors. Since hitting their all-time highs, the Dow Jones has also seen correction territory
(defined as a decline of more than 10%). The S&P 500 has also hit correction territory with a drop of over 10% from its
all-time intraday high, and the technology heavy Nasdaq Composite has seen tougher times with declines of over 15%
since hitting its peak.
Clearly, many investors may be worried, so here is some timely information that may be helpful.

Market corrections are more
common than many investors realize.

Short-term traders tend to be
impacted most during corrections.

Market corrections (declines of 10% or more from a
recent high point) are far more common than most
people think. Since the start of 1950*, the S&P 500 has
undergone 37 corrections of at least 10% and it's had
quite a few other dips in the high single-digit percent
range, according to data from market analytics firm
Yardeni Research. That's an average of one correction in
less than every two years. Although the stock market
does not follow in a straight path to averages, this still
demonstrates just how common declines are.

Another important aspect of stock market corrections is
that many times they do not affect long-term investors
as much as short-term traders. That's because many
long-term investors aren't going to head to the sidelines
when a 10% drop, or greater, occurs. The group that
often gets most affected during corrections are the
short-term traders.

It’s almost impossible to exactly pinpoint
when corrections first occur.
Despite being so common, market corrections can come
without warning and over the long run it can be near
impossible to exactly figure out when they officially
start. Most analysts feel that, only after a correction
hits, does it become clear what caused it.

Bear markets are part of the investment experience.
A bear market is normally defined as a drop of 20% or
more in stock prices. By this definition, according to
Bloomberg, there have been 25 bear markets since
1929. That means markets have averaged one roughly
every 3.5 years or so. While a bear market can occur
about once every 3.5 years, corrections occur much
more frequently. Unfortunately, market averages are
not neat and tidy. They trade in both short- and longterm cycles. Losses and gains tend to get clustered
together. When people think of a crash today, they look

at the last two (2008-09 & 2000-02) as their guides. Both
basically cut the market in half.
While a drop of 20% after a gain of over 300% can occur,
most analysts feel we are not beginning another equity
market crash. Still as we said earlier, it’s very difficult, if
not impossible to predict with much accuracy when
larger drops might occur and what the severity will be.
You can use history as a guide, but that doesn’t mean
things will play out exactly the same way going forward.
Even though the stock market has had both corrections
and crashes on a regular basis, over long periods of time,
equities have still provided healthy returns for many
investors. Please also remember that 10 of those 25 bear
markets occurred during the Great Depression and its
aftermath in the 1930s.

Our primary goal is to align your
investments to your time horizons.
We appreciate the confidence clients
have in our firm.
Please have a happy holiday season
and try not to get too immersed in the
day to day rollercoaster ride we call
the stock market!

When it comes to investing, there is no magic. Many
times, strong returns are the result of patience and
discipline. Our mantra this year for clients has been
proceed with caution and we suggest if you have any
concerns, questions or changes to your situation, please
call us immediately.

If you would like to share
this article with a friend or
colleague, please call us at
(702) 870-7711 and we would be
happy to assist you!

* The modern design of the S&P 500 stock index was first launched in 1957. Performance back to 1950 incorporates the performance of the
predecessor index, the S&P 90.
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